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Abstract
There are limited evaluations of the impact of knowledge translation (KT) activities aimed at addressing practice and policy gaps. We report on the impact of an interactive, end-of-grant KT event. Although action items were developed and key stakeholder support attained, minimal follow-through had occurred three months after the KT event. Several organizational obstacles to transitioning knowledge into action were identified: leadership, program policies, infrastructure, changing priorities, workload and physician engagement. Key messages include: (1) ensure ongoing and facilitated networking opportunities, (2) invest in building implementation capacity, (3) target multi-level implementation activities and (4) focus further research on KT evaluation.
Résumé
Il y a peu d’évaluations de l’impact des activités de transfert de connaissances (TC) qui visent à combler les fossés entre la pratique et les politiques. Nous faisons rapport de l’impact d’un événement interactif de TC, après la fin du financement du projet en question. Bien que des mesures de suivi aient été mises au point et qu’il ait eu un appui de la part des principaux intervenants, on notait un suivi minimal trois mois après l’événement de TC. Nous avons noté plusieurs obstacles d’ordre organisationnel face à la transposition des connaissances en actions : le leadership, les politiques des programmes, l’infrastructure, un changement des priorités, la charge de travail et l’engagement des médecins. Les messages clés sont les suivants : (1) faciliter de façon continue les occasions de réseautage, (2) investir dans le renforcement des capacités pour la mise en œuvre, (3) cibler les activités de mise en œuvre sur plusieurs niveaux et (4) approfondir la recherche sur l’évaluation du TC.

Introduction
The challenges associated with KT are widely known (Oborn et al. 2013). While KT literature has primarily focused on theories, frameworks and models, there is a lack of information on KT processes (Ward et al. 2009) and the evaluation of KT strategies (Buykx et al. 2012). When evaluations do occur, quantitative measurement tools dominate, not allowing for an interpretative approach that would provide for a better understanding of the KT implementation process (Lafrenière et al. 2013).

Acknowledging this gap in KT evaluation, we explored the impact of an end-of-grant KT event associated with a research project on barriers to integrated care.

Background
The need for integrated care has been emphasized in recent years. Kodner (2009: 7) conceptualizes integration as “designed to create coherence and synergy between various parts of the healthcare enterprise in order to enhance system efficiency, quality of care, quality of life and consumer satisfaction”. A recent research project conducted in Alberta Health Services (AHS) aimed to understand the root causes of challenges faced by patients in accessing healthcare services across the continuum of care. The research was fuelled by a joint committee between AHS and Alberta Health (AH) concerned with health system navigation and case management (Jackson et al. 2013). Committee members felt that exploring lived experiences of patients and providers would help identify the underlying causes of challenges to integrated care, which would, in turn, inform strategies to mitigate barriers to integrated care. An advisory committee comprising members from the joint committee, as well as knowledge users in various areas of Alberta’s health system, worked in collaboration with the researchers throughout the research process. At the outset of the study, there was an implicit assumption that identified strategies would be embraced and implemented by appropriate stakeholders.
In total, 15 complex patients or their families and 13 of their corresponding providers were interviewed to obtain first-hand accounts of patients’ journeys through the health system. Patients were selected from three population groups (mental health, children with special needs and seniors) across rural and urban Alberta, and they were included if they accessed services from at least two programs/services during the six months prior to the interview. Data analysis included a modified change analysis (US Department of Energy 1992) to allow for identification of common root causes and areas for corrective action. Further detail of this research project is available elsewhere (Jackson et al. 2013).

**KT initiative**

Knowledge translation has been touted as having potential to address the use of knowledge in all sectors and at all levels of decision-making, thereby improving health outcomes and return on research investment (Lafrenière et al. 2013). Canadian Institutes of Health Research (CIHR) (2014) describes knowledge translation (KT) as “a dynamic and iterative process that includes synthesis, dissemination, exchange and ethically sound application of knowledge to improve the health of Canadians, provide more effective health services and products and strengthen the healthcare system”. KT can be grouped into two main categories: integrated KT and end-of-grant KT (CIHR 2014). While integrated KT provides opportunities for knowledge users to be part of the research process, end-of-grant KT involves disseminating findings to the wider community. A formal KT model was not employed; however, our research project included ongoing interaction between researchers and knowledge users and a five-hour end-of-grant KT event with a larger audience.

For the end-of-grant KT event, key stakeholders \((n = 30)\) included members of our advisory committee as well as other policy makers and senior health service managers with decision-making ability and/or involvement in strategic planning related to integrated care in Alberta. Two study participants also attended (one patient and one frontline provider). The objectives of the event were to share key project findings, validate data interpretations and develop action plans. Prior to the event, pre-reading packages summarizing research findings were circulated to event attendees. The interactive KT event was designed to be knowledge-user-focused – i.e., sharing perspectives, brainstorming and co-constructing plans of action that would be meaningful and implementable for knowledge users throughout AHS. The action plans focused on six areas for corrective action that were identified during data analysis. Each action plan outlined suggested activities, relevant stakeholders, alignment with other organizational initiatives, anticipated outcomes, indicators of success and potential risks and risk-mitigation strategies. Approximately six weeks following the KT event, an event summary (including documented action plans) was circulated to all attendees. The event summary is available elsewhere (AHS 2013).

To investigate the impact of the KT event, attendees and three additional stakeholders (individuals who had not attended the event but had pledged their commitment to move forward identified action items) were invited to participate in a semi-structured interview three months after the event.
Interview questions focused on how information from the event had informed interviewees’ work/practice, and if the event was an effective strategy for facilitating knowledge to action. In total, 25 participants consented to be interviewed. Interviews were primarily conducted via telephone, lasted approximately 30 minutes and were digitally recorded. A secondary analysis was guided by five pre-determined categories – advanced knowledge, fostered capacity, informed decisions, influenced change and improved outcomes – adapted from research impact frameworks available in the literature (Buykx et al. 2012; CAHS 2009). Because the primary thematic analysis and secondary analysis framework converged on topics of event impact, knowledge-to-action and sustaining momentum, it was appropriate to re-analyze the data (Heaton 2008).

Results
For most interviewees, the research findings resonated and provided evidence to support their perceptions and assumptions. The majority of impact was seen in the categories of advanced knowledge and fostered capacity. For an overview of the five categories, see Figure 1.

**FIGURE 1. Impact analysis**

- Provided networking opportunity
- Increased awareness of others
- Identified linkages and collaborations
- Identified the need for working groups and ongoing communication
- Validated or increased awareness
- Identified system gaps
- Minimal change noted
- Emphasized the need for an organizational approach
- None noted
- Highlighted the need for defined accountability
- Identified the need for an evaluation framework
- None noted

**Advanced knowledge**
Many interviewees stated that the research findings either validated or increased their awareness of integrated care barriers encountered by patients and providers, the impact of those challenges and the importance of addressing system gaps such as communication, collaborative practice and patient/family engagement across the care continuum.
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It hit me … just how complex this all really gets and depending on your perspective you can miss other pieces of that complexity.

Fostered capacity
Interviewees reported that the KT event provided networking opportunities, contributed to a better understanding of what other stakeholders or programs were doing in relation to integrated care, and identified linkages and necessary collaborations between projects/portfolios.

Just the opportunity to meet people and get to know people better has allowed me to sort of pick up the phone, call people and get more support.

Interviewees were keen to sustain the momentum achieved at the KT event. Many expressed a desire for ongoing connection with KT event attendees to share what has been done and what the impact has been, and to identify gaps, needs and next steps. They suggested strategies such as identification of other key stakeholders and development of working groups to take forward specific pieces of work identified as necessary at the KT event. They also recommended continued communication to promote awareness, facilitate collaboration and create synergy.

Informed decisions
There was no mention by the interviewees on how the research findings and event discussions informed decisions. However, interviewees highlighted that the KT event validated the need to continue with current work and to embrace a collaborative and integrated organizational approach to the work. Many voiced that it was helpful to now have supporting evidence.

This [research] very much aligns with my work … and it’s timely … Data is a pretty powerful thing, it is hard to ignore.

Others acknowledged the importance of a purposeful approach with clear role accountabilities, and suggested that the action plans developed at the KT event needed more how-to detail, leadership commitment and defined accountability.

From my perspective there is no clarity on how to move this forward … so it is hard to harness the passion and energy when there is no road map.

Influenced change
The majority of interviewees reported that no new or revised work related to integrated care emerged from the KT event “as the cogs of the wheel don’t move that fast.” Yet, a few interviewees spoke to “new eyes” and new insight to make small local changes in their approach to working with other services and programs.
We have initiated at our local level – let’s just get around the table and talk … let’s learn what each others’ challenges are … 

Interviewees felt that support from management, awareness of organizational alignment, eagerness of staff for improvement in care and broader circulation of the KT event documentation, would be necessary for change to occur.

The [KT event] report creates a point of reference where you can start to develop a community of interest or a community of understanding.

Interviewees also identified barriers to change including lack of leadership support, restrictive program policies, lack of infrastructure, complexity of healthcare system, changing priorities, workload issues and physician engagement.

I think that our healthcare system is incredibly complicated so just even understanding who does what and how to get the right people to do this level of work is quite complicated.

**Improved outcomes**
While limited change had occurred, a few interviewees stressed the need for an evaluation framework to assist with identifying outcome indicators and appropriate measures. There was a desire for a focused discussion to determine “what difference has been made.”

**Lessons Learned**
Despite participant excitement and the creation of high-level plans of action during our KT event, a three-month follow-up with our participants revealed a lack of uptake or further development of the action plans. Although we had hoped for more, this was in line with Lomas and Brown’s (2009) caution that researchers should expect modest impact in health system policy making. What should have been considered was a dynamic KT plan that continued beyond the life of the research project (i.e., provided ongoing interaction with the aim of actively influencing change). Just as partnerships between researchers and knowledge users are important during the research process, sustained partnerships can leverage future use of research findings (Ross et al. 2003).

What does this mean for decision-makers and researchers? Participants identified several organizational obstacles to transitioning knowledge into action including leadership, program policies, infrastructure, changing priorities, workload and physician engagement. Suggested strategies for sustaining momentum were related to communication, collaboration, leadership commitment and defined accountability. Interestingly, our participants who were key stakeholders pointed to “the organization” as needing to step up to the plate – not acknowledging their own role with enabling and sustaining momentum. Not surprisingly, stakeholders who do not believe they have executive support, resources or accountability to implement change will not be empowered to carry the torch. To enable adoption, Greenhalgh et al. (2004) suggest the engagement of
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champions such as an organizational maverick, who provides autonomy to innovators, and a transformational leader, who gathers support from others in the organization. As well, health system interventions such as integration are complex, as they involve a number of interacting components (Husereau et al. 2014). Thus, a champion role of network facilitator (Greenhalgh et al. 2004) would ensure opportunities for continuous and facilitated interaction between various organizational programs and departments through networks or communities of practice. These ongoing opportunities for exchange can enable a collaborative effort to transitioning knowledge into action at the organizational level. Additionally, decision- and policy makers should create opportunities for researchers to participate in networks and committees to inform decisions (Lavis et al. 2002), while researchers and funding agencies need to consider opportunities that encourage researcher and decision-maker interactions beyond the research process (Ross et al. 2003).

What does this mean for the science of KT? Implementing research findings into practice was a challenge for our participants, and our research team lacked understanding and time to move evidence into practice and policy. While we engaged stakeholders throughout the research process, our knowledge transfer activities focused primarily on a KT event. Ideally, our KT plan should have been guided by a KT model – and specifically a global model that considered determinants, dissemination and implementation. KT related to health services research is complex and requires a multi-level approach to ensure that essential implementation strategies are addressed. Consideration needs to be given to implementation components such as system readiness, organizational structure and communication, leadership and management, human resource capacity, funding and inter-organizational networking (Greenhalgh et al. 2004). Furthermore, investment in building implementation capacity needs to be guided by implementation research (Holmes et al. 2012). Finally, additional research is needed on evaluating the effectiveness of KT strategies, including development of methods for measuring impact. To this end, Van Eerd et al. (2011) encourage further development of KT evaluation tools, especially theory-based and context-independent tools.

Conclusion
The science of KT is still in its infancy. Further work is required to assist researchers and organizations with mobilizing knowledge to action. In particular, our exploration identified that additional research is required to build implementation capacity and identify evaluation methods, and that translating knowledge into practice requires communication, collaboration, leadership commitment and defined accountability.
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